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Being a continuation of Part I, this paper needs only a brief introduc-
tion. For i, j=1, ..., n the letters ai and bij denote continuous real-valued
functions of t and ui satisfies
E:
u* i
ui
=ai (t)& :
n
j=1
bij (t) uj , t>t0 ; ui (t0)>0.
In Sections 16 we assume
bij0, bii\, \bii+ :
j{i
bijaibii , (1)
where \ is a positive constant. These inequalities collectively will be called
the AL inequalities. They are die to Ahmad and Lazer [1], except that in
their work the hypothesis bii\ is replaced by the more subtle condition
bii (t)#(t)>0, |

0
#(t) dt=.
This is used in Section 7, where we also keep the multipliers di that were
present in Ahmad and Lazer’s original formulation. In the counterexample
di=1.
The AL problem is here defined as follows: If u, v are two positive solu-
tions of E, does it follow necessarily that u(t)&v(t)  0 as t  ?
Although this problem has been in circulation for several years, the answer
is still unknown for n=2, 3, 4, 5. For obvious reasons, it would be
desirable to base a affirmative solution on the weaker condition bii#,
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while a counterexample should, if possible, satisfy the stronger condition
bii\. This is done in our main theorem, which follows:
Theorem 1. If n6, there is an equation E that satisfies the AL
inequalities and has two positive periodic solutions u, v.
The proof is presented in Sections 16. We assume n=6; the result for
n>6 follows by adjoining n&6 uncoupled equations to the system there
described. In Section 7 we show that the answer to the AL problem is
affirmative if there is a single solution u with a limit as t  . Here the
hypothesis bii\ is replaced by bii# and the AL inequalities are
generalized to allow bij (t)<0 for some i, j, t.
1. GENERAL REMARKS
Since ai=hi+nj=1 bij uj where hi=u* i ui , the AL inequalities are
bii\, bij0, and
\bii+ :
j{i
bijhi+ :
n
j=1
bij ujbii .
If these hold, we can choose ai and bij so that u is a solution. The ai play
no further role in the sequel.
Given two positive functions u, v satisfying
u* i
ui
=ai& :
n
j=1
bij uj ,
v* i
vi
=ai& :
n
j=1
bij vj ,
we define yi by the first equation below and note that y* i is then given by
the second:
yi=
vi
ui
&1, y* i=
vi
ui \
v* i
vi
&
u* i
ui+ .
Since uj=vj&uj yj , this gives
y* i
1+ yi
=& :
n
j=1
bij ujyj .
Conversely, if u and y satisfy their equations and yi> &1, the definition
vi=ui yi+ui
yields a positive solution v of the equation with which we started. Since
y* i=(1+ yi) ,i (t),
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where , is continuous, yi (t)>&1 holds for t>t0 if it holds at t=t0 . In
view of these remarks, v as well as a disappears from the problem.
Although the counterexample will have n=6, at most one off-diagonal
bij will be nonzero at any given value of t. Thus the system reduces to a
succession of two-dimensional systems. There will be one such system for
0<t<1, another for 1<t<2, and so on. Without loss of generality we
obtain our preliminary estimates for 0<t<1. However we denote the
unknown by zi and zj rather than by z1 and z2 . The results will be used for
several different pairs (i, j), and it makes a difference whether i is even or
odd.
2. THE EFFECT OF SIGN
If yi and yj have opposite signs in the system
Ei :
y* i
1+ yi
=&bii ui yi&bij ujyj
Ej :
y* j
1+ yj
=&bjj ujyj&bji ui yi ,
coupling makes both | yi | and | yj | larger than they would be without it. To
see this, suppose
yi=&zi , yj=zj , zi>0, zj>0.
Then the system is
Ei :
z* i
1&zi
=&bii ui zi+bij ujzj
Ej :
z* j
1+zj
=&bjj ujzj+bjiui zi ,
which shows that the variables zi , zj are mutually reinforcing.
The conditions zi>0, zj>0 persist for all t if they are satisfied initially.
For proof, assume the contrary, and let t1>t0 be the first point where
zi zj=0. Prior that point
z* i&(1&zi) bii ui zi , z* j&(1+zj) bjj uj zj .
Since both equations have the form z* &,z, where , is continuous, this
leads to the contradiction that zi and zj are positive at t1 .
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As a bookkeeping device, the sign of yk in equation Ek will be (&)k. The
above equations are written for i odd and j even. If i is even and j is odd
the plus and minus signs on the left are interchanged. Whenever we con-
sider two coupled equations Ei and Ej , the indices i and j, will always have
opposite parity.
Some concrete numerical constraints are introduced at this point to make
later estimates easier to follow. We will have
\=
1
10100
, zi‘=
1
8
,
1
4
ui
3
4
, i=1, 2, ..., 6.
The inequalities for zi are achieved by choosing sufficiently small initial
values and those for ui by construction.
When there are only two equations Ei , Ej and only one nonzero
coupling coefficient bij , the AL inequalities are bii\, bij0 and
(p) bii (1&ui)&bij ujhi ,
(q) bii (ui&\)&bij (1&uj)&hi .
Since 1&ui , 1&uj and ui&\ are positive (by the numerical constraints)
we can increase bii at will or reduce a positive bij without losing the
inequalities.
Some interesting conclusions are suggested by a simplified version of Ei
when bij=0 and hi>0. We consider, temporarily, that 1\zi is effectively
1 and \ is effectively 0. With these simplifications the uncoupled equation
Ei and the inequality (p) are
z* i=&bii ui zi , bii
hi
1&ui
.
To maximize zi we take the inequality as an equality. For 0t1 suppose
ui increases smoothly from the value ui (0=: to ui (1)=;>:. Here and in
similar cases below, the phrase ‘‘increases smoothly’’ means that u* i>0 on
the open interval and u* i=0 at the two ends; the latter condition is imposed
so ui can be extended as a constant function while remaining in the class
C1. See Figure 2.
Under these conditions the differential equation yields
zi (1)
zi (0)
=
1&;
1&:
,
mi (1)
mi (0)
=
;(1&;)
:(1&:)
,
where mi=ui zi . Although zi decreases, a graph of x(1&x) shows that mi
increases when ;12 and decreases when :12.
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Suppose we do the above for ;12, use mi (1) as initial value for the
function mj=uj zj on the interval 1t2, and increase uj smoothly on this
interval from :1=1&; to ;1=1&:. The result of both operations (still
assuming no coupling) is
mj (2)
mi (0)
=
;(1&;)
:(1&:)
;1(1&;1)
:1(1&:1)
=1.
Because of our neglect of \ and of the factors 1\zi , this is too weak to
lead anywhere. But it can be rescued if mi (1) in the first stage is increased
by use of a near-optimum coupled system.
3. NEAR-OPTIMUM COUPLING
Assuming always that i and j are of opposite parity, our strategy will be
to choose bii and bij subject to the AL inequalities in such a way as to
maximize z* i at each t. Thus we are led to a problem of linear-programming
type: to maximize the expression
L=&bii ui zi+bij ujzj
given the inequalities (pq). For graphical representation in the (!, ’) plane
we consider that !=bii and ’=bij . In this coordinate system the slope of
the line L=const. is
Sl=
ui zi
uj zj
.
With the notation p ij=1&ui&uj+\uj the slope of the line giving the
boundary of the inequality region (p) is
Sp=
1&ui
uj
=1&\+
p ij
uj
and that for (q) is
Sq=
ui&\
1&uj
=1&\&
p ij
1&uj
.
The latter slope is less than the former if p ij>0 and the lines are parallel
if p ij=0.
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When the lines are not parallel we can find their intersection by equating
the values of bij , thus
bij \1&\+p ijuj+&
hi
uj
=bii \1&\& p ij1&uj++
hi
1&uj
.
This is equivalent to
bii p ij \ 1uj+
1
1&uj+=hi \
1
uj
+
1
1&uj+ .
Hence the lines associated with (pq) intersect at a point where bii>0 if an
only if hi p ij>0, and in that case the intersection point is
bij=
hi
p ij
, bij=(1&\) bii . (2)
Figure 1
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The lines are plotted for the case hi>0, p ij>0 in Figure 1, together with
parallel lines corresponding to differential constant values of L. If
Sp<S l<Sq
as shown in the figure, and hi p ij>\, the optimum choice is given by (2)
and the optimal differential equation is
z* i
1\zi
=bii (&ui zi+(1&\) uj zj). (3)
The sign \ is + if i is even, & if i is odd.
Instead of this optimum choice when hi>0 it is convenient to take
bii=\+
hi
pij
where pij=1&ui&uj .
The extra term \ ensures bii\. Since | p ij& pij |<\ and \ is extremely
small, the loss of optimality is negligible.
The corresponding bij , also nearly optimum, is chosen as follows. If we
had bii=hi pij , equality in (q) would give
bij=
hi
pij \1&
\
1&uj+
and (p) would then hold automatically. Since bii can be increased and bij
decreased without losing the AL inequalities, and since uj34,
bii=\+
hi
pij
, bij=
hi
pij
(1&4\)
is an admissible choice. With these values the near-optimal differential
equation is
z* i
1\zi
=&\ hipij+\+ ui zi+
hi
pij
(1&4\) zj zj . (4)
When using this with bij{0, we will have Ej free of coupling and uj con-
stant. Thus bji=0 and bjj\ are the only side conditions. The optimized
equation Ej is then
Ej :
z* j
1zj
=&\uj zj , uj=const.
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Since zj13 and uj34 by the numerical constraints,
zj (t)zj (0) e&\(1&\) zj (0), 0<t<1.
With uj (0) zj (0)=+0 this gives
(1&4\) uj zj(1&4\)(1&\) +0(1&5\) +0=+\ ,
where +\ is defined by the equation. The near-optimum equation Ei this
yields the inequality
z* i
1\zi

hi
pij
(&ui zi++\)&\ui zi . (5)
4. ENHANCEMENT
The functions mi=ui zi are used with various values of i to measure the
effective size of the solution as the analysis progresses. One procedure,
described here, boosts mi=ui zi for some i and applies the result to
mj=uj zj for another index j. A different procedure, described in the next
section, transfers the boosted value to mk=uk zk for a third index k.
For 0<t<1 suppose zj satisfies the optimum uncoupled equation with
uj=:, a positive constant, and uj (0) zj (0)=+0 . Suppose also that ui
increases smoothly from the value ui (0)=: to ui (1)=;, where
;>: and :+;<1.
Since m* i=ui z* i+hi mi , Equation (5) gives
m* i(1\zi)
hi
pij
(&mi++\)&(1\zi) \mi+
u* i
ui
mi .
The second 1\zi can be replaced by 2 to give
m* i+2\mi(1\zi)
u* i
pij
(&mi++\)+
u* i
ui
mi .
Multiplying this by e2\t we get
M4 i(1\zi)
u* i
pij
(&Mi++\)+
u* i
ui
Mi , (6)
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where Mi=e2\tmi ; we used the fact that e2\t+\+\ . As initial condition we
assume
Mi (0)+\ .
It will be shown first that Mi+\ . For proof, assume Mi (t2)<+\ at some
point of the open interval, and go back from t2 to the first value t1<t2 at
which Mi (t1)=+\ . The mean value theorem gives M$i (t)<0 at some point
of (t1 , t2), which contradicts the differential inequality.
Since zi‘, ui; and 1&ui&uj1&:&;, the fact that Mi+\ in (6)
gives
M4 i
1+‘
1&:&;
(&Mi++\) u* i+
1
;
Mi u* i ,
or in other words
M4 i+kMi u* i\k+1;+ +\ u* i , k=
1+‘
1&:&;
&
1
;
.
Solving this as an equality with Mi (0)=+\ we get
Mi (1)
+\
\1+ 1;k+&
1
;k
e&k(;&:).
In our case k<0, so expanding the exponential gives
Mi (1)
+\
1+
;&:
;
&
k
2
(;&:)2
;
.
With :=14 and ;=13 the result is
Mi (1)
+\

5
4
+
1
160
&
‘
40
.
Since ‘=18 by the numerical constraints, we get
Mi (1)
+\

5
4
+
1
320
=%1
where %1 is defined by the equation. This inequality is the goal of our dis-
cussion. It could have been derived for numerical :, ;, ‘, but the algebraic
development shows the structure more clearly.
Going back from Mi to mi and from +\ to +0 we get
mi (1)e&2\(1&5\) +0%1(1&7\) +0%1.
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Naturally the same would hold if we had assumed mi (0)+0 instead of
mi (0)m\ . The extra term 1320 absorbs all errors due to \ and allows us
to use the bound 54 just as if \=0. The same applies when the operation
is repeated a large number of times. For example,
%1(1&1000\)1000> 54 .
We summarize the salient features of this discussion in an informal
lemma. The lemma facilitates cross reference, but does not replace the more
detailed analysis is given above:
Lemma 1. Let mi=ui zi . If mi (0)=mj (0)=+0 , enhancement from
ui=14 to ui=13 by coupling with zj gives mi (1)>(54) +0 even in the
presence of numerous unfavorable factors introduced by \.
Continuing the discussion of enhancement, on the interval 1t2 sup-
pose uk changes smoothly from 1&; to 1&:, that is, from 23 to 34, and
that there is no coupling in Ek . For the near-optimum uncoupled equation
we take
bkk=\+
hk
1&uk
,
where the extra term \ ensures bkk\. Much as in the proof of Lemma 1,
this yields
Z4 k
Zk
 &(1+‘)
u* k
1&uk
,
where Zk=z\tzk . Hence
Zk(2)
Zk(1)
\ :;+
1+‘
.
Going from Zk to zk introduces a factor 1&\, so the quantity mk defined
on (1, 2) by mk=zk uk satisfies
mk(2)
mk(1)
(1&\)
1&:
1&; \
:
;+
1+‘
.
Setting :=14, ;=13 and ‘=18 we get
mk(2)
mk(1)
%2=
27
32 \
3
4+
18
>
13
16
,
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where %2 is defined by the equation. Here too we can absorb unfavorable
factors due to \; for example,
%2(1&1000\)1000> 1316 .
In particular, the factor 1&\ that occurred in the derivation has no
appreciable effect and can be ignored.
We will start with uk(1)=(54) +0 as given by the first enhancement,
Lemma 1. Since (1316)(54)=6564 this leads to another informal lemma:
Lemma 2. A second enhancement from uk=23 to uk=34 following the
first gives mk(2)>(6564) +0 even when there are many unfavorable factors
due to \.
The fact that 6564 exceeds 1 is what makes the counterexample work.
5. TRANSFER
If both ui and uj are constant and ui+uj=1, the inequalities (pq) are,
respectively,
bijbii , bijbii \1& \ui+.
Since ui14 the near-optimal differential equation yields
z* i
1\zi
bii (&ui zi+(1&4\) uj zj). (7)
The difference between this and the former case is that here we can take bii
to be arbitrarily large, while there bii=\+hi pij . When bii is large, the
inequality bii\ is of course fulfilled automatically. This contrasts with the
situation in Lemmas 1 and 2 above.
Consideration of the direction field suggests that, by taking bii large on
an open interval where the above equation holds, ui zi can be brought
almost up to the value of uj zj . The truth of this results from the following
lemma. The notation z suggests zi and b suggests bii , but is otherwise inde-
pendent of notation used elsewhere:
Lemma 3. For 0t1 suppose z* =&b(z& f )+ g where b, f, g are con-
tinuous real-valued functions and f4 is also continuous. If b0 on the whole
interval and b=1= on a subinterval =t1&=, then
lim
=  0
z(1)= f (1).
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The reason for choosing b to be large only on a subinterval is so that we
can define b as a C1 function on the whole interval, matching any
prescribed nonnegative values at 0 and 1. In our case b(0)=b(1)=\ and
g=0, but inclusion of g causes no extra difficulty and adds interest to the
lemma.
For proof write the differential equation as on the left below and define
B(t) as on the right:
(z& f )$+b(z& f )= g& f $, B(t)=|
t
0
b(z) ds.
The solution is
z(t)& f (t)=e&B(t) |
t
0
eB(s)(g(s)& f $(s)) ds+e&B(t)(z0& f0),
where z0 and f0 denote the values at 0. With 0<2=<1 we have
|
1
0
eB(s) ds=|
=
0
eB(s) ds+|
1&=
=
eB(s)
b(s)
b(s) ds+|
1
1&=
eB(s) ds.
Each of these is bounded by eB(1)=. Hence if | g(s)& f $(s)|+, where + is
constant,
|z(1)& f (1)|3=++e&B(1) |z0& f0 |.
Since B(1)(1&2=)=, Lemma 2 follows.
Suppose now that uj (0) zj (0)+0 , so (assuming the optimum uncoupled
equation for zj)
uj zj(1&\) +0 . (8)
Applying Lemma 3 to (7) with
b=bii (1\zi) ui , f =(1&4\)
uj
ui
zj , g=0
we get
ui (1) zi (1)(1&\)(1&4\)(1&\) +0(1&6\)+0
if bii is large enough. The first factor 1&\ results from (8), the factor
1&4\ is in the definition of f, and we have introduced another factor 1&\
because the limiting value of ui (1) zi (1) as =  0 is approached but not
attained.
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Because of the strength of the enhancement described previously,
repeated occurrences of the factor 1&6\ can be ignored. Thus we have
effectively transferred the value +0 from uj zj to ui zi . We summarize in the
following informal lemma:
Lemma 4. Suppose ui=: and uj=; are constant, with :+;=1. Then
by taking bii large on a closed interval interior to (0, 1) and using near-
optimum coupling, we can ensure that
ui (1) zi (1)(1&6\) uj (0) zj (0)
It is important that the conclusion holds no matter how small ui (0) zi (0)
may be. After increasing ui to boost uizi enhancement, we will eventually
have to reduce ui again. But such reduction reduces uizi not only because
ui gets smaller, but because zi is forced to decrease by the inequality
bii (ui&\)&hi .
Thus we lose much more than was gained and the initial value on the next
interval will be too small to be of any help.
6. THE COUNTEREXAMPLE
The system leading to a counterexample is as follows:
E1 :
z* 1
1&z1
=&b11u1z1+b12u2z2+b14u4z4 ,
1
4
u1
1
3
E2 :
z* 2
1+z2
=&b22u2z2+b21u1z1+b23u3z3 ,
2
3
u2
3
4
E3 :
z* 3
1&z3
=&b33u3z3+b32u2z2 , u3=
1
3
E4 :
z* 4
1+z4
=&b44u4z4+b41u1z1+b45u5z5 ,
1
4
u4
1
3
E5 :
z* 5
1&z5
=&b55u5z5+b54u4z4+b56u6z6 ,
2
3
u5
3
4
E6 :
z* 6
1+z3
=&b66u6z6+b65u5z5 , u6=
1
3
.
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Here is an outline of the salient features:
1. The variables zi satisfy zi=(&1) i yi>0, so the sign of yi in Ei is (&) i.
2. The index j in the coupling coefficient bij runs only over integers from
1 to 6 that are of opposite parity to that of i. In E1 , for example, j takes
only the values 2, 4.
3. At any given value of t, at most one coupling coefficient bij is different
from 0 and at most one diagonal coefficient bii is different from (hence
larger than) \. This cannot be seen from the above equations, but will be
clear when the coefficients are specified as functions of t.
4. An inequality such as :ui; means that ui increases smoothly from
: to ;, remains constant for a while, then decreases smoothly back
to :.
5. The initial values of the variable ui are
u1(0)=u4(0)= 14 , u2(0)=u5(0)=
2
3 .
6. The initial values of zi are given by
ui (0) zi (0)=+0=10&3, i=1, ..., 6.
The largest value of zi (0) is 0.004, attained when i=1 or 4. The enhance-
ment multiplies some zi by a factor slightly large than 54 and the transfers
from 23 to 13 and from 34 to 14 introduce further increases. However
these increases taken together will not bring any zi up to, or even close to,
the bound 18 imposed by the numerical constraints.
Using the abbreviation mi=uizi , the system will now be defined on each
of 15 intervals Ii , where
Ii=[t : i&1ti].
In any step the equations not mentioned have bii=\, bij=0 and the
unmentioned values of ui are whatever they were at the end of the last step.
For example, in I2 we have u1=13, since this is the value of u1(1) as given
by Step 1. It will be seen that E1 , E2 , E4 , E5 are involved in the process
of enhancement, while E3 , E6 serve to record some of the enhanced values.
A graphical summary of the first half of the procedure is given in
Figure 2. The curves are graphs of the ui . A dotted arrow indicates cou-
pling, the equation affected by the coupling being at the head of the arrow.
The symbol en denotes enhancement (Lemma 1 or 2), while tr denotes
transfer (Lemma 4). The sign + or & gives the sign of y. By use of the
figure, it is easily checked that yi and yj in all coupled equations Ei , Ej
14 RAY REDHEFFER
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Figure 2
have opposite signs, and that in any transfer ui and uj are constant with
sum 1.
Here is a verbal description of what the figure is intended to convey.
1. On I1 the function u1 increases smoothly from 14 to 13. The equation
E1 is coupled to E4 with b11 , b14 given by taking i=1, j=4 in the analysis
leading to Lemma 1. Hence
m1(1)> 54 +0 , u1(1)=
1
3 .
2. On I2 the enhanced value of m1 is transferred to m2 by Lemma 4, so
m2(2)> 54 +0 .
3. On I3 the enhanced value of m2 obtained in Step 2 is transferred to m3
to give
m3(3)> 54 +0 .
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4. On I4 the value of u1 decreases smoothly from 13 to 14 and u2
increases smoothly from 23 to 34. Both operations are done without
coupling. The value of m1 decreases considerably, but by Lemma 2 the
enhanced value m2 obtained in Step 2 gives
m2(4)> 6564 +0 , u2(4)=
3
4 .
5. On I5 the enhanced value m2 obtained in Step 4 is transferred to m1 ,
with the result
m1(5)> 6564 +0 , u1(5)=
1
4 .
6. On I6 the function u2 decreases from 34 to 23 and E2 is uncoupled.
This entails a considerable loss in m2 .
7. On I7 the enhanced value of m3 obtained in Step 3 is transferred to m2
with the result
m2(7)> 54 +0 , u2(7)=
2
3 .
Thus ui (7)=ui (0) and zi (7)>(6564) zi (0) for i=1, 2, 3. The remaining
variables z4 , z5 , z6 decay exponentially with exponent \t, but factors such
as
e&15\1&15\
are so close to 1 that they have no significant effect.
The whole process is now repeated for 7t14 with E4 , E5 , E6 , E1 .
The latter equation is needed in the first step to get started; it plays the
same role as E4 in the procedure described above. The fact that m1 has
been enhanced makes things better, not worse. The corresponding figure
(not shown) is like Figure 2, except that E1 , E2 , E3 , E4 are replaced by E4 ,
E5 , E6 , E1 and I1 , ..., I7 by I8 , ..., I14 respectively.
In a further interval I15 we increase, then decrease, each bii smoothly in
such a way as to bring the enhanced values zi (15) back to their original
values zi (0) and at the same time restore each bii to its original value \.
Since the equations are uncoupled, the proof that this can be done presents
no difficulty and is omitted. (Reduction of zi by means of bii could have
been be done in I14 simultaneously with the coupling of E5 and E6 , but we
prefer to deal with uncoupled equations.)
Since ui (0)=ui (15) and zi (0)=zi (15) as well as
bii (0)=bii (15)=\, bij (0)=bij (15)=0,
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we can repeat the entire configuration to get a periodic solution valid on
(&, ). The solution u is periodic by construction and v is periodic
because z is. Since z{0 we have v{u. This completes the proof.
7. UNIQUENESS AND STABILITY
For convenience we repeat E together with a similar equation E that is
needed shortly:
E:
u* i
ui
=ai (t)& :
n
j=1
bij (t) uj , E :
v* i
vi
=a~ i (t)& :
;
j=1
b ij (t) vj .
It is understood that u(t0)>0 and v(t0)>0, that all coefficients are real-
valued and continuous, and that the equations hold for t>t0 . However,
the hypothesis bij0 is no longer in force.
With \ and di positive constants and
,+=max(,, 0), ,&=min(,, 0)
as in Part I, we introduce the following inequalities:
(a) \di bii+ :
j{i
djb+ij aidibii+ :
j{i
djb&ij .
When bij0 these reduce to the AL inequalities in their original form
with multipliers. We also need the AL hypothesis
(c) bii#(t)>0, |

t0
#(s) ds=.
Our first result is:
Theorem 2. Suppose (ac) hold, and that E has a solution u satisfying
lim
t  
u(t)=q>0.
Then every solution of E tends to q as t  .
Before giving the proof, we restate the theorem in a more general form.
Recall that a solution v is weakly permanent if it exists on (t0 , ) and
0<lim inf
t  
v(t)lim sup
t  
v(t)<.
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By Theorem 1 of Part 1, (ac) guarantees the weak permanence of every
solution. Hypothesis (a) alone implies
(a ) \bii di+ :
j{i
|bij | djbiidi ,
where the notation (a ) is intended to suggest a weakened form of (a). We
now replace (ac) by (a c), together with an additional hypothesis that the
solution v is weakly permanent.
With this formulation, the result is easily generalized to the two systems
E, E introduced above. A measure of their closeness is given by
’= :
n
i=1
|a~ i&ai |+ :
n
i, j=1
|b ij&bij |.
Theorem 3. Suppose (a c) hold, and that E has a solution u satisfying
lim
t  
u(t)=q>0.
Suppose also that ’=o(#). Then every weakly permanent solution v of E
satisfies limt   v(t)=q.
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3 with E=E . Weak permanence of v
could be ensured by conditions for E analogous to (ac) for E. However, the
theorem as worded has the interesting consequence that if lim u(t) exists,
then the set of weakly permanent solutions of E is permanent. That is,
every member of the set satisfies
:lim inf
t  
v(t)lim sup
t  
v(t);,
where : and ; are positive constants independent of v. There is no
hypothesis on a or a~ beyond what is implied by the existence of u and v.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let yi=(vi ui)&1. Much as in Section 1
y* i=
vi
ui \ei& :
n
j=1
bijujyj+ where ei=a~ i&ai& :
n
j=1
(b ij&bij) vj .
Since 1+ yi=vi ui , this is the nonlinear equation
y* i
1+ yi
=ei& :
n
j=1
bij ujyj
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that played a role in the previous discussion with ei=0 and bij0. But y
also satisfies the inhomogeneous linear equation
y* i=’i& :
n
j=1
;ijyj with ;ij=
vi
ui
bijuj , ’i=
vi
ui
ei . (9)
If 0<\ <\ and t>t1 , where t1 is sufficiently large, then (e) implies
(e ) \ biiui
di
qi
+ :
j{i
|bijuj |
dj
qj
biiui
di
qi
.
For proof, note that (a ) and the above inequality are equivalent respec-
tively to

j{i
|bij |
bii
dj
di
1&\, 
j{i
|bij |
bii
dj
di
qi
ui
uj
qj
1&\ .
Since (a ) shows that |bij |bii is bounded, the result follows. Thus ;ij in (9)
satisfies
\ ;ii$i+ :
j{i
|;ij | $j;ii$i , where $i=
di
qi
.
We now use the Liapunov function V=maxj | yj |$j . At any point where
yi (t)=$iV(t),
;ii yi+ :
j{i
;ijyj;ii yi& :
j{i
|;ij | $j
| yj |
$j
;ii yi& :
j{i
|;ij | $j
yi
$i
.
Upon recalling that yi=V$i and using e we see that
:
n
j=1
;ijyjV \;ii$i& :j{i |;ij | $j +V$i;ii\ .
At an interior point of the set where yi (t)=$iV(t) we have V4 = y* i $i , so
V4 &V;ii \ +
’i
$i
, i=i(t).
The same inequality is obtained when V=&yi $i . By Lemmas 4 and 7 of
Part I, it holds except in a countable set.
Since both u and v are weakly permanent, |’i |}’$i where }=}(v) is
constant for any given v. Thus
V4 &\ #V+}’, t>t1 .
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Using ’=o(#) it is easily checked that V  0 as t  . Hence yi  0 and
vi ui  1. This completes the proof.
In conclusion, we mention that if n=2 Theorem 2 requires only exist-
ence of a limit for u1 u2 ; it is not necessary that the limits of u1 and u2
should exist separately. At the cost of increased complication, a similar
generalization can be given for arbitrary n.
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